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THE HIGH SIERRA, subtitled "Peaks ~ Passes ~ Trails", is a prodigious and information-jammed book to
which I'm awarding five stars even though its usefulness to me is not what I expected and will be minimal, a
fact that would otherwise cause me to award two or three stars.
THE HIGH SIERRA, subtitled "Peaks ~ Passes ~ Trails", is a prodigious and information-jammed book to
which I'm awarding five stars even though its usefulness to me is not what I expected and will be minimal, a
fact that would otherwise cause me to award two or three stars.
The High Sierra: Peaks, Passes, Trails. A guide to the Sierra Mountains that details mountains and trails of
Sierra high country where glaciated valleys, pinnacles and spires, moonscape meadows, and alpine lakes combined with the region's characteristic good weather - offer hikers, climbers, skiers, and cross country
ramblers an opportunity for wilderness, exploration and discovery.
New edition of the only guide to detail all the known routes on 570 peaks in the Sierras. To ask other readers
questions about The High Sierra, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about The High Sierra The best
guide for the Sierras. Sector gives descriptions of every pass, mountain, and ...
The High Sierra: Peaks-Passes-Trails: "The Sierra climbing bible" - The Los Angeles Times. "The best field
guide to the region." - Men's Journal. "The The High Sierra: Peaks-Passes-Trails £ 32.95
‘The High Sierra: Peaks, Passes, and Trails’ — R.J. Secor It may be an exaggeration to call R.J. Secor a modernday Norman Clyde , but the man does have over 600 Sierra Summits to his credit, giving him an enviable
intimacy with California's glorious 'Range of Light'.
High Sierra is the most popular guidebook to this magnificent mountain range, and has long been the definitive
source of climbing and hiking information for this wonderland. This comprehensive and exhaustive guidebook
includes route descriptions, historical information, and GPS-enabled driving directions.
The High Sierra Trail has switchbacks above Hamilton Lake. It passes over the Great Western Divide at
Kaweah Gap, climbing some 3,000 feet (910 m) in 4 miles (6.4 km).
The High Sierra: Peaks, Passes, and Trails 32.95 A guide to the Sierra Mountains that details mountains and
trails of Sierra high country where glaciated valleys, pinnacles and spires, moonscape meadows, and alpine
lakes - combined with the region's characteristic good weather - offer hikers, climbers, skiers, and cross country
ramblers an ...
High Sierra Backpacking Trails - a portfolio of extraordinary backpacking outings. Trail descriptions,
campsites, custom maps, photos, trailhead information, wilderness permits, and more.
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